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By Steve Murphy

AbbottPress. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 92 pages. Dimensions: 8.0in. x 5.0in. x
0.2in.Author Steve Murphy dares to step where no humorist has stepped before in his compilation of
hilarious short stories, jokes, sketches, and illustrations that he is sure will either make him rich or
get him killed. In these stories, Murphy satirizes a childrens author as he is put on the stand and
drilled about his questionable book titles by an attorney who speaks in italics; shares pick-up lines
tailored for a polygamist; offers life lessons from a pee-wee football coach-a former steroid user
who is not afraid of anyone; and provides proof that men really can multitask by sharing the
unedited thoughts of one such man as he visualizes a better future while taking a bath. Get Rich or
Die Trying captures one mans absurd sensibilities as he encourages others to share in the joy of
laughter and the craziness of life. This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive
from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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Undoubtedly, this is actually the very best job by any writer. It is loaded with wisdom and knowledge You will not really feel monotony at anytime of your
respective time (that's what catalogs are for concerning when you check with me).
-- Pr of . La wson Stokes IV-- Pr of . La wson Stokes IV

Absolutely essential study book. It is loaded with wisdom and knowledge I found out this ebook from my i and dad suggested this ebook to understand.
-- Dr . Ler a  Spencer-- Dr . Ler a  Spencer
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